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Objectives
Scientific background
Many studies have confirmed that the risk of suicide in patients with first-episode psychosis (FEP) is
high, especially at illness onset. Recent studies even showed a 60% risk elevation for suicide within
the first year of treatment as compared to later stages of illness.1,2 If we could identify FEP
individuals at illness onset the risk elevation for suicide might be prevented. However, FEP
individuals often avoid healthcare and thus diagnosis and treatment are often delayed for years.
Previous studies tried to identify high-risk populations that make a transition into FEP. However,
only small percentages of individuals identified as high risk make this transition. This might indicate
that current screening methods are not sensitive enough to predict the transition into FEP.
To this end we compared FEP individuals with non-psychotic healthy controls. Next, we looked at
the associations between sociodemographic characteristics, substance abuse, symptoms of
depression, psychosis and suicidal ideation within the FEP population.

If we could identify the clinical and sociodemographic characteristics of FEP individuals more
accurately at the beginning stages of treatment, a screening and prevention program might be
designed. Consequently, this program could contribute to decreasing lives lost to suicide within the
FEP population.

Research questions
1. Do suicidal thoughts and behaviour differ between FEP individuals and control subjects?
Adjusted for sociodemographic characteristics such as substance abuse, gender, level of IQ,
level of education, socioeconomic status, history of suicide attempt and/or a family history
of suicide attempt, family history for psychiatric illness.
2. Are age at onset, gender, IQ, social and economic status, substance abuse, symptoms of
depression and psychosis associated with the prevalence of suicidal ideation and suicide
attempts within the FEP population?

Methods
We plan to compare the sociodemographic characteristics of FEP individuals and controls using ttests for normally distributed continuous variables, Mann-Whitney U tests for non-normally
continuous variables and χ2 tests for categorical variables. Additionally, differences in
sociodemographic characteristics at baseline will be explored between FEP individuals who did and
did not experience suicidal ideation throughout the entire study using Chi-Square tests.
We will use logistic and linear regression to test if age at onset, gender, socioeconomic status,
symptoms of depression and/or psychosis are associated with the prevalence of suicidal ideation
and suicide attempts within the FEP population
Expected results
1) We expect to find significant differences between sociodemographic characteristics of FEP
individuals and control subjects.
2) We expect to find that baseline suicidal ideation and suicide attempts are associated with
more severe depressive and psychotic symptoms/psychopathology.

Data needed for the study: WP2, WP6, GROUP
Baseline FEP and healthy control data are needed for the study:
•
•
•

data on psychotic experiences (CAPE, SCID, SIS-R,)
data on suicidal thoughts and history of suicide attempt(s) (CAPE, OPCRIT, the life events
and difficulties classification list)
data on depressive symptoms (OPCRIT, CAPE)

Baseline characteristics: age, gender, ethnicity, IQ, economic status, level of education, social status,
urbanicity, country of residence, substance (ab)use, premorbid adjustment, insight and a family
history of suicide.

Other analyses/methods: N/A
Involvement of external Parties (non-EU-GEI): None
IPR check:
Timeframe
Month 3: Literature search; obtaining, merging of data
Month 6: Completion of statistical analysis and first draft of manuscript
Month 8: Manuscript submission

Additional comments: N/A
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